
 

Unleash your Health Potential! 
12 Month Testing & Coaching Program 

 

Do you want to lose weight, feel healthier, look younger, 
and get more out of life - naturally? 

 

 

 

No magic 
bullet 

Real science 

Real results 

No one size 
fits all 
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It’s time to build your ‘dashboard’ 
 
People often understand more about the operation of their car then they do about 

their own body and is it any wonder why this is so………… 

 

An automobile engine has sensors put into key locations, like a sensor to detect oil 

pressure, a sensor to detect water temperature, a sensor to detect electrical activity 

etc. These are internal environment measures of engine balance. These sensors come 

to the dashboard of the car and in many vehicles, they are hooked to lights that light 

up when something goes wrong. Some call these lights “idiot lights” because any idiot 

knows that when the light is shining red and says, OIL, HOT, BATTERY, BRAKES, 

SERVICE ENGINE SOON, that something is desperately wrong with the car right 

now or soon will be. They need to see a mechanic and get things repaired or suffer 

serious breakdown.  

Well, our body is similar to a car engine from the perspective that there are things 

that can be easily monitored that tell us how well we are running. The problem is we 

were not built with sensors that are hooked up to lights on our belly. We can’t look 

down and say “Gee, my water light is lit up, I better drink some now, or “wow, I’m low 

on minerals so I better get some nutrition”. No, we don’t have a belly dashboard, but 

there are simple tools that can monitor the body’s control mechanisms and it is this 

information that lays at the core of this extremely powerful testing and coaching 

program.  The graphs you will be following closely as part of this program will be the 

‘’idiot” lights on the dashboard. If these numbers go outside of their proper ranges it 

means imbalances are occurring in your body and it will impact on how you feel and 

your overall state of wellness.  If you had a SERVICE ENGINE SOON light on your 

belly it probably would have turned on a while ago.  You were not necessarily aware of 

it but your body was.  

So please, I welcome you to join this program and let me teach you how your body 

works, what these numbers mean and ultimately precisely what you need to do in 

order to heal and optimise your health. 

 

It will be an honour to have you as a client. 

Mark Hathaway 
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Synthesizing the primary contributions of the greatest minds in 

natural health science of the past century; Dr. Emanuel Revici, 

Prof. Louis Claude Vincent, Dr. Carey Reams, Thomas Riddick, 

Dr. T.C. McDaniel, George Watson and More, join Mark 

Hathaway for a fascinating and unforgettable 12 month journey 

of self-discovery, health education and wellness transformation 

that will likely change your life forever! 
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Program Overview 

This coaching program has been designed for ‘motivated’ people who are ready to take 

the ‘next step and get serious about addressing their health and well-being on a more 

structured, step-by-step, objective, scientifically and evidenced based approach.  I 

promise this process will result in the most profound and personal health education 

you could ever imagine, as well as the most efficient and complete path to reach your 

health and well-being goals.  

And…. You get to have me ‘hold your hand’ and walk you through the whole process – 

one step at a time. 

What does this program include: 

Essentially, I will do whatever I need to do in order to get you moving forward with 

your health. This may involve going over and above the minimum inclusions outlined 

below on occasions but this will be at no extra cost to you: 

 12 x 1 Hour skype/messenger coaching sessions with Mark. 

 Setting up of your online client support system website and uploading your testing 

and dry blood data to this system each 3 months.  NOTE: This is the extremely 

powerful web-based system that you will be using over the 12 months to learn 

about your imbalances, analyse your numbers, manage your protocols, track your 

diet, view your blood pictures, track and trend your key bio-markers and more.  

This is where the pedal hits the metal in regards to you finally getting objective 

about your health! 

 4 x (roughly every 12 weeks) additional full assessments (dry blood, self-testing, 

questionnaire etc.) and the uploading of this data and blood pictures to your client 

support system website 
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 Unlimited FREE access to ALL of my webinar programs that I will be running in the 

future - FOR LIFE!  (starting in 2017).  The only exception will be Practitioner 

Level Training Courses. 

 Priority Email / Facebook / Messenger support 

 A unique experience that I guarantee will change your life forever. 

 

 

 

Online client support & progress tracking system 

Clients who sign up for this coaching program will become a member of our online 

client management platform (Coalition for Health Education).  This platform serves as 

a user friendly, sophisticated system to help you understand your test results and 

track your progress via charts that record each key metabolic marker identified 

through regular self-testing.  This system also serves as an interactive tool between 

you and myself so that we can monitor changes in your physiology and refine your 

program as you go. As you do so you will begin to learn how your body is responding to 

your dietary and nutritional changes. You will be then able to see for yourself how 

intimately connected your body's chemistry is to your experience of health and well-

being. 

The ultimate reward of this program will be a profoundly personal health education 

and the empowerment that comes from knowing exactly how you restored balance, 

well-being and vitality to your body. 

Now that is what I call true healing EMPOWERMENT!! 

Remember:  We all face health challenges. Numbers will tell us where precisely 

those challenges lay and how concerned we should be.  And, if you look close 

enough at these numbers and learn how to interpret them, EVERYTHNG about 

your health and what you need to do in order to optimise it will be revealed. 
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Here are a few images of what YOUR webpage and functionality will look 

like (as part of our client support system): 

 

 

You can quickly navigate to anywhere on your website via your HOME page. 

 

 

You will be amazed at what your body will reveal once you begin to track and trend your key numbers! 
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Learning how to interpret what your numbers are telling you, how they interact with other numbers and where specifically they 
need to be for optimal healing to occur is key to massively speeding up the healing process and ultimately getting you to a 

position where you will be able to take back control of your health and well-being. 

 

 

 

 

What these numbers mean to you may mean something totally different for someone else. We are all biologically unique! 
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Trending your numbers can be extremely confronting for some, motivating for others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplement and diet protocols will be updated as we go. Old protocols will be saved for future reference. Forgotten what a 
supplement was for? No problems, click on the supplement name and supplement details will pop-up. 
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Don't worry if you have forgotten what Mark said about your imbalances during your consult. Simply click on the desired 
information relating to each imbalance that has been selected for you and the information is at your finger tips. 

 

 

 

 

Your dry blood pictures along with an explanation of findings are also available through this system.  Comparing blood 
conditions over the course of the program and seeing improvements reflected in your blood can be extremely  

motivating and reassuring. 
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Forgotten how to do your self-tests? No problems, all the information you need is only a click away 

 

 

 

 

Now…… what did Mark say about how to use HCL? 
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Keeping an eye on how what you eat affects your numbers can be extremely revealing. Remember, you are essentially learning 
to understand the language of your body and diet plays an extremely important part in this process. 

 

Please consider before purchasing: 

 Your health issues didn’t manifest overnight so please don’t expect them to be 

fixed overnight. My aim is for you to start seeing improvements within 10 days 

to 2 weeks. Sometimes great things start to happen almost immediately, other 

times they take longer. It will be different for everyone. 

 My protocols have a very high success rate BUT you MUST stick the process 

that I provide for you.  

 Being committed to making the changes in your diet and lifestyle necessary for 

positive change to happen, learning about your imbalances, carrying out regular 

self-tests, completing food journals (when required), tracking your progress 

and regular consults are prerequisites to me working with you. It would not be 

fair on you and it would not be fair on me if I do not have this commitment 

from you from the very beginning. 
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Please remember, I am not a Healer, I am a facilitator of healing.  You already have 

the resources you need in order to heal and achieve optimal health. The work that we 

are doing here is going to be focusing on helping your body ‘unleash’ these ‘healing’ 

resources.  

What will be my investment for this program? 

Your investment if testing/consults were to be purchased 

separately:  

 

AU$2540.00 / US$1892.00 / £1504.00 

Your investment if purchased with this 12 month coaching 

program: 
 

AU$1800 / US$1340.00 / £1066.00 

NOTE: Registration for our online client management system will be an additional fee 

of $US20.00 for the 12 months and paid separately (I will send you a link to do this). 

How to purchase 

Purchasing from outside of Australia: 

Please Pay Into the following PayPal Account: 

m_hathaway@hotmail.com 

and please enter the following details into the 'special instruction box' 

"12 month coaching program". Your details including shipping address 

should show up on your PayPal payment advice to me. However, just to 
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make sure, please send me a Facebook Message or Email (above email 

address) confirming your shipping address.  

Note: PayPal charges me a ridiculous fee for these international 

transactions so if you are happy to do so, please select the “Send money 

to Friends or Family” option when paying. You will be charged a small fee 

to use this method so please deduct this fee from your coaching program 

total cost.  I totally understand if you want to use the standard payment 

method   

Purchasing within Australia: 

Please make payment to the following bank account 

Bank: Bank of Qld 

BSB: 124-001 

Account: 20018749 

Name:  Mark Hathaway 

Ref: Your first name 

Once you have paid via bank transfer, please notify me via email:  

m_hathaway@hotmail.com to confirm your order and to check shipping 

address. 

No refunds 

 

Mark Hathaway 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/biosynergyhealth 

 

mailto:m_hathaway@hotmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/biosynergyhealth

